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Abstract—This paper presents the novel Riemannian Fusion
Network (RFNet), a deep neural architecture for learning spatial
and temporal information from Electroencephalogram (EEG) for
a number of different EEG-based Brain Computer Interface
(BCI) tasks and applications. The spatial information relies on
Spatial Covariance Matrices (SCM) of multi-channel EEG, whose
space form a Riemannian Manifold due to the Symmetric and
Positive Definite structure. We exploit a Riemannian approach to
map spatial information onto feature vectors in Euclidean space.
The temporal information characterized by features based on
differential entropy and logarithm power spectrum density is ex-
tracted from different windows through time. Our network then
learns the temporal information by employing a deep long short-
term memory network with a soft attention mechanism. The
output of the attention mechanism is used as the temporal feature
vector. To effectively fuse spatial and temporal information, we
use an effective fusion strategy, which learns attention weights
applied to embedding-specific features for decision making.
We evaluate our proposed framework on four public datasets
from three popular fields of BCI, notably emotion recognition,
vigilance estimation, and motor imagery classification, containing
various types of tasks such as binary classification, multi-class
classification, and regression. RFNet approaches the state-of-the-
art on one dataset (SEED) and outperforms other methods on the
other three datasets (SEED-VIG, BCI-IV 2A, and BCI-IV 2B),
setting new state-of-the-art values and showing the robustness of
our framework in EEG representation learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) enable communication
between users and computers through learning and interpreting
brain activity, for example, brain signals and neuroimag-
ing [1]. Non-invasive technologies such as Electroencephalo-
gram (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging, func-
tional near-infrared spectroscopy, and magnetoencephalogra-
phy, have been widely used for BCI. Among the above-
mentioned technologies, EEG is one of the most popular for
BCI applications due to reasons such as portability and low
cost, high temporal resolution, and the ability to provide real-
time monitoring.
EEG-based BCI have been widely used in many appli-
cation areas. For example, BCI can enable users to move
virtual/digital objects on screens via imagining specific move-
ments (e.g., left hand and right hand) [2]. BCI can also help
identify users’ affective states (e.g., happy, sad, or neutral)
through learning neural patterns during watching different
types of emotionally charged movies [1]. Moreover, BCI can
provide early detection of fatigue or other impairments through
real-time monitoring of the brain activity of drivers [3].
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Various approaches have been proposed and implemented
for BCI through learning the most discriminative task-relevant
features from EEG signals. For example, spatial filtering has
been one of the most commonly used technique in BCI to
explore the features containing optimal variances with respect
to different tasks [4]. Statistical models have also been used
to investigate linear relationships between EEG features and
output labels [5]. Numerous machine learning techniques have
been implemented to help model the nonlinear relationships
encountered in EEG-based classification tasks [6]. More re-
cently, various deep learning techniques have considerably
improved the performance of EEG-based BCI systems [7].
Given the complexity and high dimensionality of EEG,
most existing solutions are often unable to learn the non-
linearities observed in high-dimensional multi-channel EEG
manifolds and extracted representations. As a result, most
existing EEG-related works propose pipelines customized for
particular classification or regression tasks. Thus, there is a
clear lack of a generalized framework for EEG representation
learning that performs robustly for different BCI tasks (e.g.,
Motor Imagery (MI) classification, emotion recognition, and
vigilance estimation).
In general, many BCI solutions rely on Spatial Covariance
Matrices (SCM) computed from raw multi-channel EEG. Eu-
clidean metrics, however, are not suitable to be directly applied
on SCM given that SCM of raw EEG are Symmetric Positive
Definite (SPD), where SPD matrices belong to Riemannian
manifold rather than the Euclidean space [8], [9]. The swelling
effect occurs during averaging SPD matrices since the deter-
minant of the Euclidean mean can be strictly larger than the
determinants of the matrices being averaged [8]. For instance,
a computed determinant is used to measure dispersion of the
multivariate variables such as multiple channels and various
frequency sub-bands of EEG. Therefore, applying Euclidean
mean directly on SPD matrices will increase the undesired
data variation, thus resulting in poor classification performance
[9]. To overcome this challenge, methods using Log-Euclidean
metric [10] and affine-invariant Riemannian metric [11] have
been proposed and successfully implemented in many areas
such as image set classification [12] and diffusion tensor
magnetic resonance imaging [13] through endowing the SPD
matrices with Riemannian metrics. Furthermore, in BCI ap-
plications, EEG often suffer from the linear mixing effect
due to volume conduction [14]. To tackle this problem, the
affine-invariant Riemannian distance is implemented due to it’s
invariance to linear transforms in EEG [11]. Therefore, affine-
invariant Riemannian metrics have very recently been applied
on SCM of brain signals and been able to outperform other
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2metrics without affine-invariance property in BCI applications
such as age prediction [15].
In this paper, to provide a generalized solution for effective
EEG representation learning, we exploit both spatial correla-
tion information of EEG channels while preserving the prop-
erties in the Riemannian manifold [8] and time-dependency
relationships through learning entropy and frequency features
extracted from different time windows. In this process, we
overcame the following challenges:
• Generally data collected from EEG channel in one brain
region are attenuated and also mixed with signals from
other brain lobes [16]. A popular approach to dealing with
such issues has been to explore the most discriminative
spatial features using Common Spatial Pattern (CSP)
techniques [4]. However, implementation of CSP may
result in overfitting when a large number of channels are
available, as well as not being robust to signal outliers
[17]. To tackle these problems, we use the Rieman-
nian approach with affine-invariant metric followed by a
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with dropout to improve
the spatial resolution. In particular, the proposed solu-
tion addresses the aforementioned issues since: i) SCM
are SPD matrices that belong to Riemannian manifold;
ii) Riemannian metrics such as distance and mean are
robust to noise and data outliers [18]; iii) Riemannian
distance between two SPD matrices are not effected by
the aforementioned mixing effect due to the important
affine-invariant property; iv) The proposed MLP module
with dropout is better equipped to deal with overfitting.
• Usually SCM of raw multi-channel EEG are SPD since
the signal in any channel cannot be strictly expressed
as the linear combination of others (also called full
rank) [15]. However, artefact suppression for EEG pre-
processing in the form of projecting EEG data to lower
rank sub-spaces (e.g., signal space separation methods)
[19] may discard some information about multi-channel
EEG. Also, insufficient data may cause the poor esti-
mation of SCM [20]. This, in turn, may result in rank
deficiency of EEG, leading the SCM to be Symmetric
Positive Semi-Definite (SPSD) [15]. In the past, Wasser-
stein distance has been used on the SPSD matrices, but it
lacks affine-invariant property [15]. To tackle this prob-
lem, we exploit Principle Component Analysis (PCA) in
order to project the SCM from the SPSD to SPD using
dimensionality reduction, thus enabling the use of affine-
invariant distance in Riemannian geometry [15], while
capturing most of the variance.
• The fusion of aforementioned spatial and temporal in-
formation has the following challenges: i) two differ-
ent representations of information (Riemannian manifold
and Euclidean space) have different geometric structures
[9]. Specifically, different data distributions and large
variations may occur if we fuse EEG representations
with different structures [21]; ii) Complementary and/or
contradictory information may exist between spatial and
temporal representations; iii) Each representation con-
tributes differently from task to task. To solve these chal-
lenges, we use a fusion strategy to learn the discriminative
features effectively through investigating the weights of
spatial and temporal dependency information respectively
rather than simply adopt naive concatenation of their
higher level features.
We build the solutions above in an end-to-end deep architec-
ture which we name Riemannian Fusion Network (RFNet). To
show the robustness of our RFNet, we evaluate the proposed
architecture on four public datasets based on the following
considerations: i): covering different application areas of EEG-
based BCI such as emotion classification, vigilance estimation,
and MI classification; ii): including problems with both binary
and multi-class classification (2, 3, or 4 classes); iii): the tasks
containing both continuous label prediction (regression) as
well as classification; and iv): the tasks consisting of different
distributions and number of EEG channels.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel framework RFNet for EEG repre-
sentation learning based on learning spatial information
from the Riemannian manifold and temporal information
from the Euclidean space with an effective fusion strategy
through learning attention weights applied to different
embeddings.
• We test the proposed framework on three different EEG-
related problem domains namely emotion recognition,
motor-imagery classification, and vigilance estimation,
using four widely used public datasets.
• Our method performs excellently in all the experiments,
approaching the state-of-the-art in one dataset and con-
siderably outperforming the best results of existing works
in the other three datasets, setting new state-of-the-art.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we provide an overview of related work on EEG-based
BCI applications in the three different application areas namely
emotion recognition, MI classification, and vigilance estima-
tion. Section III gives a systematic description of the proposed
architecture including feature extraction and learning for both
spatial correlations and temporal dependencies, as well as the
fusion strategy used. In Section IV, we give a description of all
the datasets, implementation details, and evaluation protocols.
We further discuss the results and perform ablation studies.
Section V presents the summary and conclusions of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we summarize the related work on the
problem domains studies in this paper. First, we group and
study on emotion recognition and vigilance estimation papers
together as many common techniques have been used for these
two areas. Next, we provide an overview of the related work
on motor-imagery classification.
A. Emotion Recognition and Vigilance Estimation
Recently, numerous EEG-based solutions have been pro-
posed for emotion recognition. Pipelines usually consist of
feature extraction followed by a classification or regression
network [6]. In these approaches, a critical step is often the
selection of powerful features from noisy raw EEG signals due
3to the non-linear and non-stationary nature of EEG [22]. As an
example, differential Entropy (DE) has been recently reported
as an effective and robust feature for emotion classification
and vigilance regression models [1], [3]. Successive to feature
extraction, various types of algorithms have been successfully
exploited for the classification/regression tasks. For instance,
Group Sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (GSCCA) was
proposed to model the linear relationship between extracted
features (including DE) and output labels [5]. To investigate
the non-linearities in the aforementioned extracted features,
several classical machine learning methods such as k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) [1], Linear Regression (LR) [1], Graph
Regularized Sparse Linear Regression (GRSLR) [23], Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [1], and Random Forest (RF) [24]
have been used for EEG-based emotion classification. Support
Vector Regression (SVR) was employed in [3] to predict
continuous values for a regression formulation of the problem.
To better learn the extracted features, feed-forward Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) such as Graph regularized Extreme
Learning Machine (GELM) [25] has been used to improve
the performance.
In order to explore the most discriminative and task-relevant
features, deep learning frameworks were applied. For instance,
Deep Belief Network (DBN) was employed to extract high-
level representations through deep hidden layers [1]. Double-
Layered Neural Network with Subnetwork Nodes (DNNSN)
was adopted for predicting vigilance labels [26]. Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) along with capsule attention [27] was
adopted to learn spatiotemporal EEG information. Spatial-
Temporal Recurrent Neural Network (STRNN) [28] and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [29] have been em-
ployed to learn the temporal information embedded in the EEG
time-series. Domain Adaptation Network (DAN) [30] was
recently exploited to achieve better performance with utilizing
prior knowledge of data distribution in the target domain. Bi-
hemispheres Domain Adversarial Neural Network (BiDANN)
was proposed to minimize the domain shift between training
and testing data through a discriminator [31]. Bi-Hemispheric
Discrepancy Model (BiHDM) was proposed to improve the
performance based on the architecture of an RNN and DAN
through learning domain-invariant features from two brain
hemispheres [24]. A similar approach, Regional to Global
Brain-Spatial-Temporal Neural Network (R2G-STNN), ex-
plored spatial-temporal features through Bidirectional LSTM
(BiLSTM) and decreased the domain-shift through training
a discriminator [32]. Recently, LSTM has also been used to
explore Variational Pathway Reasoning (VPR) [33], and has
achieved state-of-the-art performance by firstly employing the
RNN network to explore the between-electrode dependencies,
thus encoding pathways generated from random walk. Then,
it chose salient pathways with the most important pair-wise
connections via scaling factors as well as pseudo-pathways.
Graph Neural Networks (GNN) such as Dynamical Graph
Convolutional Neural Networks (DGCNN) [34], and Regu-
larized Graph Neural Networks (RGNN) [35] have recently
been utilized to explore the topological structure of EEG
electrodes as well as inter-channel relationships by learning
graph connections, approaching state-of-the-art results.
B. EEG Motor Imagery Classification
Many works on EEG-based MI research rely on CSP as
the spatial filtering method for classification [4]. Filter Bank
Common Spatial Pattern (FBCSP) which decomposes EEG
to few sub-frequency bands before the use of CSP has also
been frequently used for feature extraction [4]. For example, in
binary classification problems (e.g., left hand Vs. right hand),
CSP filters maximize the variance of EEG trials from the left-
hand class while minimizing the variance of the EEG trial from
the right-hand class, through applying simultaneous diagonal-
ization on two covariance matrices from both classes whose
eigenvalues are summed to one [4]. CSP filters have also
been used in multi-class MI tasks, mainly through one-versus-
rest and one-versus-one strategies [36]–[38]. Several classifiers
such as SVM, Naı¨ve Bayes (NB), RF, and Linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) have been reported with considerable results
while using CSP or FBCSP as the feature extraction method
[36]–[39]. For multi-class classification, Extended Sequential
Adaptive Fuzzy Inference System (ESAFIS) proposed in [40]
shows better results on learning CSP features in comparison
to other classifiers such as SVM. To better explore the energy
features through CSP, deep learning techniques such as CNN
with average pooling and the parallel combination of MLP
and CNN has been used and achieved better results compared
to SVM [41].
Lastly, end-to-end deep learning approaches have recently
been adopted in MI classification. CNN-based architectures
such as EEGNet have been directly implemented on raw
EEG data [42]. In another direct approach, Capsule Networks
(CapsNet) have been applied on spectrogram of EEG data,
achieving considerable results [43].
III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
In the following context, the notations used are described
as follow: ‘a’ represents a scalar, ‘a’ represents a vector, ‘A’
represents a matrix, ‘A’ represents a differentiable manifold.
A. Solution Overview
We design a novel architecture RFNet for learning spatio-
temporal EEG representations. Initially, we apply a filter bank
on EEG. In order to learn the spatial information, we first com-
pute SCM of multiple frequency sub-bands. Then, to tackle
the possible rank deficiency caused by artefact suppression,
we employ PCA to ensure SCM are in the space of SPD,
thus enabling the use of affine-invariant Riemannian distance.
Next, we apply the Riemannian distance on the SCM and
compute the Riemannian mean. Following, we map the spatial
information of SCM in Riemannian manifold to the feature
vectors in Euclidean space via tangent space learning using
the Riemannian mean as the reference. Lastly, we use MLP
to embed the spatial information from the feature vectors.
In order to obtain temporal information in Euclidean space,
we employ a three-layer LSTM network with attention to learn
the temporal dependencies of entropy and frequency features
extracted from the same EEG frequency sub-bands as those
used in the Riemannian pipeline. Next, we feed forward the
4temporal information from the attention mechanism to a Fully
Connected (FC) layer to obtain latent representations.
Next, to learn the mutual and selective information em-
bedded in the latent spatial and temporal representations in
Euclidean space, we exploit a fusion strategy to obtain a
final embedding suitable for various classification or regression
tasks.
B. Data Pre-processing
To keep consistent with the related work using the
same datasets, EEG sampling rates were downsampled from
1000Hz to 200Hz for emotion and vigilance datasets while
being kept unchanged at 250Hz for both MI datasets. For
each of the four datasets, EEG were band-pass filtered between
0.5−70 Hz to lower artifacts. Then, a notch filter at 50 Hz was
applied to reduce power line noise. Signal amplitudes were re-
scaling to the range of [−1, 1] through min-max normalization
so that the data discrepancy across different recording sessions
was decreased for each subject.
C. Temporal Feature Processing
1) Feature Extraction: Two types of features namely log-
arithm Power Spectrum Density (PSD) and DE are extracted.
PSD is defined in Eq. 1 and DE of EEG time-series X
with a Gaussian distribution is shown in Eq. 2 respectively.
To avoid spectral leakage, frequency domain features are
extracted through Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) from
1-second Hanning windows overlapping by 50%, offering L
windows (L = b2× T − 1c, where T is the length of each
EEG segment) for feature extraction.
Sxx(ω) = lim
T→∞
E
[
|Xˆ(ω)|2
]
. (1)
DE =
1
2
log (2pieσ2), X ∼ N(µ, σ2). (2)
2) LSTM Network with Attention: LSTM is a type of RNN
that enables the learning of both long and short-term depen-
dencies from sequential data (e.g., text, audio, and bio-signals)
while addressing gradient exploding and vanishing problems
[44]. LSTM networks have been recently successfully imple-
mented on EEG signals in BCI tasks and achieved notable
results [22], [29]. Similarly, in our experiments, following
feature extraction, concatenated task-relevant EEG features
(DE and logarithm PSD) from different frequency sub-bands
(total number of H) in different windows are fed into L
corresponding LSTM cells (also called time-steps). Then,
information in different LSTM cells (si) are learned through
deciding which part to remember or forget through weights
updated during network training [22]. As shown in Eq. 3, hi
is the generated output of the hidden states at each time-step
i which are passed forward to the the LSTM cell of the next
LSTM layer for higher level feature representation learning.
hi = LSTM(si), i ∈ [1, L], (3)
To improve the capability of handling temporal information,
deep LSTM architectures followed by soft attention or capsule
attention mechanisms have been lately implemented show-
ing great performance on different EEG-related classification
or regression tasks [22], [27]. Compared to a conventional
LSTM network that only considers the last hidden state hL
as the network output, a soft attention mechanism evaluates
the importance of all output information ({hi}Li=1) from the
last LSTM layer by assigning trainable attention weights αi
applied on each hi as shown in Eq. 4 and 5. Thus, more task-
relevant information can be obtained by focusing on certain
time-steps through optimizing attention weights. The equations
are presented as follows:
ui = tanh(Wshi + bs), (4)
αi =
exp(ui)∑
j exp(uj)
, (5)
v =
∑
i
αihi, (6)
where vector v is the output of the LSTM network with
attention, and Ws and bs are the trainable parameters. Ac-
cordingly, in our architecture, we employ a soft attention
mechanism following a three-layer LSTM network to help
focus on the most discrepant higher level features in different
time-steps.
D. Spatial Feature Processing
Background: As mentioned earlier in the Introduction,
SCM of raw EEG are SPD matrices in Riemannian manifold
[15]. Riemannian geometry is employed to better learn and
manipulate the SPD matrices, in order to capture spatial
information. Recent studies show that Riemannian approach
achieves better performance than CSP approaches using the
same classifier in BCI applications [45]. Other Riemannian
approaches using Minimum Distance to Riemannian Mean
(MDRM) and Tangent Space LDA (TSLDA) as classifiers
consistently outperformed CSP methods in different EEG
classification tasks [46]. Local Isometric Embedding (LIE)
was proposed based on using tangent space to better learn
the features through dimensionality reduction, compared with
MDRM classifier and tangent space followed by an SVM
classifier [47]. A very recent study claimed that artefact-
suppression reduced the robustness of Riemannian-based ap-
proaches [15]. Next, we briefly introduce Riemannian geom-
etry.
Riemannian Geometry: Let M be a differentiable mani-
fold with G dimensions. As shown in Figure 1, TCM denotes
the tangent space (also called derivative) of M at C ∈M.
The inner product of two tangent vectors (T1,T2 ∈ TCM)
is defined as [48]:〈
T1,T2
〉
C
= Tr(T1C
−1T2C−1), (7)
where Tr (.) is a trace operator. Also, the inner product
introduces the norm of a tangent vector T as [15]:
||T||C =
[〈
T,T
〉
C
]1/2
=
[
Tr(TC−1TC−1)
]1/2
. (8)
Logarithm mapping (Log) in Eq. 9 helps project C′ from
M to T′ in TCM. Meanwhile, Exponential mapping (Exp)
in Eq. 10 is introduced to project T′ back to C′ as shown in
following [45]:
T′ = LogC(C
′) = C1/2 log(C−1/2C′C−1/2)C1/2, (9)
5C′ = ExpC(T
′) = C1/2 exp(C−1/2T′C−1/2)C1/2, (10)
where C,C′ ∈ M,T′ ∈ TCM, log (.), exp (.) are logarithm
and exponential operations applied on a matrix.
Riemannian distance (also called geodesic distance) is a
very important metric representing the distance of the shortest
path between C and C′ (shown as the curve in Figure 1) on
manifold M. The geodesic distance (δR) is equivalent to the
length of its tangent vector [48], [49], expressed as follows:
δR(C,C
′) = ||LogC(C′)||C = ||T′||C. (11)
In the context of this work, we denote SN = {M ∈
RN×N ,MT = M,xTMx ≥ 0,∀x ∈ RN \ 0} as the space
of SPSD matrices. Similarly S+N = {M ∈ RN×N ,MT =
M,xTMx > 0,∀x ∈ RN \ 0} is defined as the space of
SPD matrices, SR = {M ∈ SN , rank(M) = R,R < N } is
the space of SPSD matrices, where rank(M) is the rank of a
matrix, and S+R = {M ∈ RR×R,MT = M,xTMx > 0,∀x ∈
RR \ 0} is the subspace of SPD matrices with full rank R.
Our Method: To learn spatial information embedded in
multi-channel EEG, we compute SCM on filtered signals in
each frequency sub-band. Suppose {Xi}Pi=1 ∈ RN×T , where
i denotes ith segment, P is the EEG segment number, N
is the EEG channel number, and T represents the number
of data samples per segment. The SCM can be estimated
as Ci = 1(T−1)XiX
T
i , which may be in SR after artefact
suppression. PCA is then employed to project SCM from SR
to S+R in order to enable the affine-invariant property during
geodesic distance calculation. At last, we obtain the spatial
information (geodesic distance) of SCM in the Riemannian
manifold as feature vectors in Euclidean space via tangent
space learning based on the chosen reference matrix as de-
scribed in the following text.
1) Dimensionality Reduction on {Ci}Pi=1 in SR: Although
Ci of raw EEG Xi are in S+N , artifact suppression may
destroy some important information [19] that could result in
the rank deficiency of EEG data [15], leading for Ci to belong
to SR. Wasserstein distance has been applied on Ci in SR
[15]. However, it lacks affine-invariance in dealing with the
linear mixing effect in multi-channel EEG recordings [15].
Therefore, we perform dimensionality reduction to project
Ci to S+R , enabling the use of affine-invariant Riemannian
distance. First, we use PCA to estimate spatial filter W
[15]. Specifically, we sort the eigenvector matrix V based on
descending eigenvalues, and choose V containing only top R
eigenvalues of the averaged {Ci}Pi=1 (Eq. 14) as the spatial
filter W, thus maximizing the variance [15]. Then, we apply
the spatial filter W ∈ RN×R on signal Xi ∈ RN×T , leading
to X′i = W
TXi ∈ RR×T . Accordingly, the Ci of X′i is
expressed as WTCiW ∈ RR×R in S+R .
2) Affine-invariant Distance of {Ci}Pi=1 in S+R : Since Ci
is in S+R after dimensionality reduction, we apply Riemannian
distance on Ci where the affine-invariant property of distance
is illustrated as following:
δR(C,Ci) = δR(W
TCW,WTCiW), (12)
where C,Ci, W ∈ RR×R,WW−1 = I, and WTX′i is the
linear transform of the EEG [15], which was proven in [49].
Algorithm 1 Riemannian Mean Algorithm
1: procedure ESTIMATION(Cref )
2: Cref Initialization: Eq. 14
3: repeat
4: J = 1
P
∑P
i=1 LogCref (Ci)
5: Cref = ExpCref (J)
6: until ||J||F < 
7: return Cref
8: end procedure
The affine-invariance property (Eq. 12) enables the geodesic
distance between C and Ci in M to be invariant when linear
transforms are applied to EEG (e.g., linear mixing effect). Un-
like many approaches, we do not apply Log-Euclidean distance
on Ci in S+R due to the lack of the affine-invariance property
[9], [18]. Next, instead of conventional Riemannian approach
that apply geodesic distances directly for classification (e.g.,
MDRM) [50], we preserve the geodesic information (||Ti||C)
of {Ci}Pi=1 as feature vectors in Euclidean space (Eq. 11)
for further higher level feature learning. To achieve this, we
first carefully select the reference matrix so that the spatial
information in Riemannian manifold represented by geodesic
distance between {Ci}Pi=1 and the reference matrix in S+R
can be projected onto the same tangent space, in order to best
capture geodesic information of {Ci}Pi=1 in M.
3) Choice of Reference for {Ci}Pi=1 in S+R : We denote
Cref ∈ M as the reference matrix for {Ci}Pi=1 during
tangent space (TCrefM) learning. In the recent studies, the
approaches using Riemannian mean (CR) as the reference
(Cref ) during the tangent space learning have outperformed
approaches that used other references such as Identity matrix
(I) and Euclidean mean (CE) [45], [50]. The Euclidean
distance, Euclidean mean, and Riemannian mean equations
are presented as following:
δE(C,Ci) = ||C−Ci||F , (13)
where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
CE = argmin
C
(
P∑
i=1
δ2E(C,Ci)) =
1
P
P∑
i=1
Ci, (14)
CR = argmin
C
(
P∑
i=1
δ2R(C,Ci)). (15)
Accordingly, we employ the Riemannian mean as Cref .
Since there are no closed-form solutions for computing Rie-
mannian mean, we implement the gradient descent algorithm
(Algorithm 1) presented in [51] for its efficient computa-
tion [50]. The algorithm implements an iterative procedure
to approximate Riemannian mean through minimizing the
arithmetic mean of the tangent vectors J. In the first step, we
initialize Cref using arithmetic mean. Then we use Logarithm
mapping to project Ci to the tangent space TCM and
compute J. Next, we project J back to M to update Cref .
The algorithm terminates if either Frobenius norm of J is less
than the tolerance value ( = 10−9) or the algorithm reaches
maximum iteration of 50 times. Lastly, we use Riemannian
mean as Cref to project geodesic information of {Ci}Pi=1 onto
the same tangent space [48].
64) Tangent Space Learning for {Ci}Pi=1 in S+R : As men-
tioned in the previous section, we obtain the geodesic in-
formation (||Ti||Cref ) between Ci and Cref in S+R based on
Logarithm mapping (Eq. 9) using the estimated Riemannian
mean (Algorithm 1) as Cref . Then, in order to obtain the
feature vectors containing geodesic information in M for
classification or regression purposes, we require a mapping
φCref : TCrefM → RR×(R+1)/2, such that ∀Ti ∈ TCrefM,
||Ti||Cref = ||φCref (Ti)||2 [15]. From Eq. 8 and 9, we have:
||Ti||Cref =
[
Tr
[
LogCref (Ci)C
−1
ref LogCref (Ci)C
−1
ref
]]1/2
=
[
Tr
[
log(C
−1/2
ref CiC
−1/2
ref ) log(C
−1/2
ref CiC
−1/2
ref )
]]1/2
= ||Si||F = ||Vect(Si)||2,
(16)
where Vect (.) is the vectorization operator and Si =
log(C
−1/2
ref CiC
−1/2
ref ). Therefore, from Eq. 16, we have
φCref (Ti) = Vect(Si).
5) Vectorization: To further present the geodesic informa-
tion of Ci in M as spatial feature vectors, we denote the
spatial information mapping as ΦCref : M → RR×(R+1)/2,
such that ∀Ci ∈M, ΦCref (Ci) = φCref (LogCref (Ci)). From
Eq. 11 and 16, we obtain δR(Cref ,Ci) = ||ΦCref (Ci)||2 =
||Vect(Si)||2. Furthermore, if {Ci}Pi=1 are in a small region
on M as stated in [15], [50], we have:
δR(Ci,Cj) ≈ ||ΦCref (Ci)−ΦCref (Cj)||2, i 6= j,∀i, j ∈ [1, P ],
(17)
where Cref is the Riemannian mean of {Ci}Pi=1. Eq. 17
demonstrates that the geodesic distance between Ci and
Cj can be approximated by the geodesic distance between
{Ci}Pi=1 and Riemannian mean. Therefore, the geodesic
information obtained through the tangent space learning
using Riemannian mean as reference are able to represent
geodesic information for {Ci}Pi=1. Important information of
ΦCref (Ci) are completely determined by upper triangular
components of Si since it is symmetric. Thus, we use the
half-vectorization Upper(Si) instead of full-vectorization
Vect(Si) to represent ΦCref (Ci). As suggested in [45],
we apply coefficient of
√
2 on off-diagonal elements, in
order to maintain equality brought by norms ||Si||F =
||Upper(Si)||2 (also as in Eq. 16), where Upper(Si)
= [Si1,1, ...,
√
2Si1,R;Si2,2, ...,
√
2Si2,R; ...;SiR,R] ∈
RR(R+1)/2. We implement an MLP block to learn the
features vectors Upper(Si) concatenated from different
frequency sub-bands, as shown in Figure 2. To this end,
we obtain the spatial information from Ci in Riemannian
manifold as feature vectors ΦCref (Ci) in Euclidean space
through establishing an information vectorization mapping
to preserve local structures such as geodesic information of
{Ci}Pi=1 in the Riemannian manifold.
E. Fusion Strategy
The strategy for the fusion of spatial and temporal infor-
mation plays an essential role in dealing with multimodal
or multi-learning approaches of one modality in order to
perform classification/regression. Attention mechanisms have
been successfully implemented for refining fusion weights
Fig. 1. The Concept of Riemannian Manifold.
applied to different modalities. For instance, for EEG and
Electrooculogram (EOG) representation learning, a CapsNet
was used in [27] as an attention mechanism for fusion.
In the context of this problem, various tasks rely differently
on spatial and temporal information. Therefore, a fusion
strategy presented as Figure 4 is adopted. This strategy is
inspired by [52] where a hybrid attention-based multimodal
architecture was proposed to learn acoustic and textual fea-
tures and achieved the state-of-the-art performance on several
spoken language classification tasks [52]. In our architecture,
we first use encoders to learn embedding-specific features.
Then we employ soft attention to learn the weight (α) applied
on each embedding-specific feature. Next, we compute the
new weighted embedding by multiplying the weight score
with the original individual learning embedding. The weighted
score of (1 + α) is adopted to apply the learned weight
in order to maintain the original characteristic [52]. Finally,
we perform decision-level fusion on the concatenation of
the two new embeddings using an FC layer equipped with
different activation functions with respect to discrepant tasks,
as illustrated in Figures 2 and 4.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
In the following sections we describe the four datasets used
in this study. The EEG data in these datasets have all been
recorded with the international 10− 20 system.
1) SEED: The SEED dataset was collected as discussed
in [1] to perform three emotion classification tasks (positive,
neutral, and negative). 15 film clips were chosen as stimuli
in the experiments. 15 subjects (8 females and 7 males, with
an average age of 23.3± 2.4) participated in the experiments.
Each subject performed experiments in two runs of experiment
with 15 sessions in each run, yielding a total of 30 sessions.
Each session includes four stages: 5 seconds notice before
the movie starts, around 4 minutes of movie watching, 45
seconds of self-assessment, and 15 seconds of rest. 62 EEG
channels were recorded at a sampling frequency of 1000Hz.
EEG signals are split into EEG segments of T = 8 seconds
with no overlap, as presented in Table I.
2) SEED-VIG: The SEED-VIG dataset was collected by [3]
to estimate driver vigilance. A total of 23 subjects (12 female
and 11 male, with an average age of 23.3±1.4) participated in
the experiment. 17 channels EEG were collected at sampling
frequency of 1000Hz. The duration of each experiment was
around 2 hours, yielding 885 EEG trials in total. Participants
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were asked to drive the simulated car in a virtual environment.
Most experiments were performed after lunch so that fatigue
during simulated driving could be easily induced [3]. The vig-
ilance estimation annotation used a metric called PERCLOS
[3], which was measured using eye-tracking glasses. Similar
to the SEED dataset, EEG signals are split into EEG segments
of 8 seconds, with no overlap, as shown in Table I.
3) BCI-IV 2a: The BCI-IV 2a dataset was collected by
[53] to classify four MI tasks (left hand, right hand, tongue
and both feet). Each of 9 subjects (4 female and 5 male, with
an average age of 23.1± 2.6) participated experiments in two
session on two different days. Each session contain 72 trials
for each of the four classes, yielding 288 trials in total. All
sessions contain data without feedback. In these sessions, each
trial length is 7.5 seconds including fixation, visual cue and
MI period, and rest. 22 EEG channels were recorded at the
sampling frequency of 250Hz during the experiment. We use
the interval of [2.0−6.0s] in each trial (T = 4s), as presented
in Table I.
4) BCI-IV 2b: The BCI-IV 2b dataset was collected by
[2] to perform binary MI classification (left hand versus right
hand). Each of the 9 subjects (4 female and 5 male, with
an average age of 24.2 ± 3.7) participated in five sessions
of the experiment. The first two sessions were conducted
without feedback while rest three sessions were conducted
with feedback. Each of the first two sessions contain 120
trials and each of last three sessions contain 160 trials. In the
sessions containing data without feedback, each trial length
is 8 seconds including fixation, visual cue, MI period, and
rest. In the sessions containing data with feedback, each trial
length is 8 seconds including visual cue, feedback period, and
rest. 3 EEG channels were recorded at a sampling frequency
of 250Hz. We use the interval of [3.4 − 7.4s] in each trial
(T = 4s), as presented in Table I.
B. Implementation details
1) Filter Bank: Prior to feature extraction, two types of
filter banks were adopted. For the SEED dataset, DE and
logarithm PSD features were calculated on the STFT outputs
from five important EEG rhythms, notably delta (1 − 3Hz),
theta (4 − 7Hz), alpha (8 − 13Hz), beta (14 − 30Hz), and
gamma (31− 50Hz) bands [1]. For SEED-VIG and both MI
datasets, DE and logarithm PSD features were determined on
the STFT outputs in the range of (0.5 − 50.5 Hz) using a 2
Hz resolution [3], yielding a total of 50 frequency sub-bands,
as shown in Table I.
2) Temporal Information Stream: The total number of
DE and logarithm PSD features extracted from each of the
Hanning windows is 2 × H × N , as presented in Table I.
These extracted features are then fed to our attention based
LSTM network. Dropout rates of 0.2, 0, 1, 0.1 are applied
after each LSTM layer with 256 hidden units respectively to
reduce overfitting in BCI-IV 2a dataset, and g1 = 0, g2 = 1,
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IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS FOR ALL FOUR DATASETS.
Dataset Filter Bank EEG Trial Temporal Information Stream Spatial Information Stream
Dataset H Range T L Features No. N Best Rank Features No.
SEED 5 1.0− 50.0Hz 8s 15 10× 62 62 48 5× 48× (48 + 1)/2
SEED-VIG 25 0.5− 50.5Hz 8s 15 50× 17 17 11 25× 11× (11 + 1)/2
BCI-IV 2a 25 0.5− 50.5Hz 4s 7 50× 22 22 18 25× 18× (18 + 1)/2
BCI-IV 2b 25 0.5− 50.5Hz 4s 7 50× 3 3 3 25× 3× (3 + 1)/2
as shown in Figure 3. For the rest of datasets, Batch Nor-
malization (BatchNorm) is applied after each LSTM layer to
accelerate the training phase. BatchNorm layers reduce the
covariance shift of LSTM output values in each batch, thus
increasing model stability [54]. Then, LeakyReLu (slope of
0.3) is adopted to enable the activation of hidden neurons
for the BatchNorm layer’s negative output values [55], and
g1 = 1, g2 = 0, as shown in Figure 3. An FC layer of 64 units
is used for temporal information embedding before fusion, as
shown in Figure 2.
3) Spatial Information Stream: Total number of spatial
information features in concatenated feature vectors ΦCref (Ci)
from all the frequency sub-bands is H × R × (R + 1)/2, as
presented in Table I. As presented in Figure 3, the MLP block
consists of two FC layers with 512 and 64 units where each
FC layer is followed by a dropout layer (drop rate of 0.5) to
prevent overfitting.
4) Fusion Strategy: As shown in Figure 4, each of the two
encoders used in the fusion block contains an FC layer of 32
units followed by a single-unit FC layer. The two encoders
learn the temporal- and spatial-specific features respectively,
as mentioned earlier in Section III.E. Lastly, successive to
the employed soft-attention mechanism, an FC layer with 128
units is used to learn the fused and weighted embeddings.
5) Loss Function: The loss function of the model and the
activation function of the output layer (the final FC in the
model as shown in Figure 4 have been chosen with respect
to different task. Since the different datasets involve different
classification or regression tasks, different activation function
were selected accordingly. Particularly, softmax, sigmoid, soft-
max and sigmoid were used for SEED, SEED-VIG, BCI-
IV 2a, and BCI-IV 2b dataset respectively. Moreover, loss
functions were selected with consideration of the different
tasks and activation functions. Specifically, categorical cross-
entropy, mean squared error, categorical cross-entropy and
binary cross-entropy were used for the 4 datasets respectively.
Adam optimizer [56] with default learning rate is used to help
minimize the loss. We use 200 epochs and batch size of 32
to efficiently train our network. The pipeline is implemented
using TensorFlow on a pair of NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPUs
and all the hyper-parameters were systematically tuned for best
performance.
C. Evaluation Protocol
To evaluate our architecture, we adopt the same subject-
dependent protocols that have been used in the original papers
accompanying the datasets. In the following sections we
describe the evaluation protocol details and metrics in detail
for each dataset.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS FOR THE SEED
DATASET.
Paper Year Input Method Acc.±SD
[1] 2015 DE SVM 0.8399± 0.0972
[1] 2015 DE DBN 0.8608± 0.0834
[5] 2017 DE GSCCA 0.8296± 0.0995
[25] 2017 DE GELM 0.9107± 0.0754
[28] 2018 DE STRNN 0.8950± 0.0763
[34] 2018 DE DGCNN 0.9040± 0.0849
[31] 2018 DE BiDANN 0.9238± 0.0704
[24] 2019 DE BiHDM 0.9312± 0.0606
[23] 2019 DE GRSLR 0.8841± 0.0821
[32] 2019 DE R2G-STNN 0.9338± 0.0596
[35] 2020 DE RGNN 0.9424± 0.0595
[33] 2020 DE VPR 0.9430± 0.0650
Ours 2020 SCM, DE, PSD RFNet 0.9372± 0.0571
1) SEED: As in [1], we use the pre-defined 9 sessions as
training data and the remaining 6 sessions as testing data in
each experiment run, yielding 248 and 170 EEG trials for
training and testing, respectively.
2) SEED-VIG: For this dataset, we use 5-fold cross-
validation to split the data into training and testing sets, as
in [3]. Two frequently used evaluation metrics for regression,
notably Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient (PCC) have been used [3].
3) BCI-IV 2a: As in [53], we use the pre-defined training
and testing data to evaluate our model, where each contains
288 EEG trials. Both Accuracy (Acc.) and Kappa values
(K = P0−Pe1−Pe ) are used where P0 is the observed agreement
ratio (identical to accuracy), and Pe is the expected agreement
ratio while labels are assigned randomly. This metric aims to
evaluate the agreement between two label vectors.
4) BCI-IV 2b: As per [2], we use the pre-defined training
data (first three sessions) with a total of 400 trials and testing
data (last two sessions) with a total of 320 trials to evaluate
our model. We also use the same evaluation metrics as in the
BCI-IV 2a dataset.
D. Results and Comparison
1) SEED: Table II shows the performance comparison
between our model and other related works on the SEED
dataset. We compare our results to the existing methods
that include statistical models, machine learning method, and
deep learning algorithms. Generally, deep learning techniques
outperforms machine learning methods (e.g., SVM, KNN, LR
[1]). In [34], [35], DGCNN and RGNN learned the spatial
information through discovering the topological structure of
EEG channels using graphs, achieving accuracies of 90.40%
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS FOR THE SEED-VIG DATASET.
Paper Year Input Method RMSE±SD PCC±SD
[57] 2016 DE GELM 0.1037± 0.0309 0.7013± 0.1045
[29] 2016 DE LSTM 0.0927± 0.0259 0.8237± 0.0831
[3] 2017 DE SVR 0.1327± 0.0303 0.7001± 0.2250
[26] 2018 DE DNNSN 0.1175± 0.0420 0.7201± 0.1706
Ours 2020 SCM, DE, PSD RFNet 0.0348± 0.0265 0.9890± 0.0081
and 94.24%, respectively. In [28], [32], STRNN and R2G-
STNN utilized both spatial and temporal information with
RNN or LSTM to provide performances of 89.50% and
93.38%, respectively. In [24], [31], BiDANN and BiHDM
employed DAN to utilize the prior distribution information
of the target domain, achieving very high performances of
92.38% and 93.12% respectively. Our model fully explores
the spatial and temporal information, approaching the state-of-
the-art result without prior information of the target domain.
2) SEED-VIG: The comparison of our model and other
existing work on the SEED-VIG dataset is shown in Table III.
In [3] a baseline SVR model obtained an RMSE of 0.1327 and
a PCC of 0.7001. In [26], DNNSN used subnetwork nodes
to process the DE features, achieving an RMSE of 0.1175
and a PCC of 0.7201. In [57], GELM outperformed SVR
with an RMSE of 0.1037 and a PCC of 0.7013. In [29],
temporal dependency information learned by LSTM provided
a considerable results with an RMSE of 0.0927 and a PCC
of 0.8237. Our model achieves considerably superior results
with an RMSE of 0.0348 and a PCC of 0.9890, setting a new
state-of-the-art for this dataset.
3) BCI-IV 2a: We compare the performance of our archi-
tecture on this dataset to other methods as presented in Table
IV. In [4], [36], [37], pipelines consisting of CSP or FBCSP
as feature extractors, followed by machine learning technique
(e.g., NB, LDA) have been implemented. In [58], a filter
method based on Multivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition
(MEMD) was employed. In [37], CSP followed by LDA
achieves a best kappa value of 0.6156. In [59], the use of
a CNN applied to SCM outperformed the aforementioned
pipelines with a kappa of 0.6594 and accuracy of 0.7446.
In [47], pipelines used the LIE approach to extract spatial
features, followed by an SVM classifier. Pipelines using CSP
as feature extractor and CNN and MLP as classifier achieved
an accuracy of 70.60%. Our model achieves state-of-the-art
results with a kappa of 0.6734 and an accuracy of 75.51%,
among the related works. For fair comparison, we do not
consider the references that have employed different evaluation
protocols on this dataset (e.g., [42], [46]). Moreover, we do not
compare our results to references that have performed binary
classification (e.g. [45]).
4) BCI-IV 2b: Table V presents the results of our method
and related works using this dataset. In [36], FBCSP fol-
lowed by NB as the classifier shows very good performance
with a kappa of 0.6000, obtaining the first rank in the BCI
competition. A very similar method, using an RF instead
of the NB achieves very similar results in [39]. In [43],
deep learning techniques such as CNN and CapsNet have
been employed to learn the discriminative information from
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS FOR THE BCI-IV
2A DATASET.
Paper Year Input Method K/Acc.±SD
[36] 2012 SCM CSP + NB K: 0.5700± 0.1830
[4] 2012 SCM FBCSP + NB K: 0.5720± 0.2123
[37] 2013 SCM CSP + LDA K: 0.6156± 0.1961
[58] 2018 SCM MEMD K: 0.6011± 0.2273
[59] 2018 SCM, Raw EEG CNN K: 0.6594± 0.2044
[47] 2019 SCM LIE + SVM K: 0.5633± 0.2128
[41] 2015 SCM CSP + CNN, MLP Acc.:0.7060± 0.1560
[59] 2018 SCM, Raw EEG CNN Acc.:0.7446± 0.1533
Ours 2020 SCM, DE, PSD RFNet K: 0.6734± 0.1381Acc.:0.7551± 0.1058
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS AND RESULTS FOR THE BCI-IV
2B DATASET.
Paper Year Input Method K/Acc. ±SD
[36] 2012 SCM FBCSP + NB K: 0.6000± 0.2762
[39] 2014 SCM FBCSP + RF K: 0.5988± 0.2611
[40] 2018 SCM CSP + ESAFIS K: 0.6174± 0.1822Acc.:0.8090± 0.0907
[43] 2019 Spectrogram CNN Acc.:0.7499± 0.1452
[43] 2019 Spectrogram CapsNet Acc.:0.7700± 0.1472
Ours 2020 SCM, DE, PSD RFNet K: 0.6720± 0.2800Acc.:0.8360± 0.1390
spectrograms instead of SCM, achieving accuracies of 74.99%
and 77.00%, respectively. In [40], a method using CSP for
feature extraction and ESAFIS for classification obtained the
best result with a kappa of 0.6174 and an accuracy of 80.90%.
Our framework achieved considerably better results with a
kappa of 0.6720 and an accuracy of 83.60%, setting a new
state-of-the-art. Similar to other BCI-IV 2a, references that use
different evaluation protocols (e.g., [60]–[62]) are not listed in
this table.
E. Discussion
Table VI presents the summary of the performance of our
RFNet model compared to the state-of-the-art in the four
datasets. We also show the performance of our individual
learning streams with the same parameter settings as used
in RFNet. We observe that the spatial information stream
performs better in both MI datasets while the temporal infor-
mation stream performs superior for emotion recognition and
vigilance estimation datasets. This demonstrates the necessity
to exploit both spatial and temporal information from EEG, in
order to develop a generalized model suitable for different BCI
applications (e.g., emotion recognition, vigilance estimation,
and MI classification). Moreover, we observe that our model
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achieves much better results than both individual learning
streams even when the difference among the performance of
the two streams is very small as with the BCI-IV 2b dataset.
Interestingly, the performance of our model is only slightly
better than each individual stream when the difference between
them is large, as seen with the SEED-VIG and BCI-IV 2a
datasets. This indicates that the two streams are likely to
contain more contradictory information, resulting in difficulty
for the model to learn a strong relationship between learned
representations and outputs.
F. Ablation Experiments
We conduct numerous ablation studies to evaluate the
impact of different components of our framework on the
performance.
1) Impact of LSTM layers on Temporal Information Learn-
ing: We evaluate the depth of the LSTM network and the per-
formance of the LSTM compared with BiLSTM on learning
temporal information. As shown in Figure 5, LSTM with three
layers consistently has the best performance among LSTMs
with different numbers of layers. Also, the LSTM performs
better than Bi-LSTM with the same number of layers for most
datasets.
2) Importance of Riemannian Approach on Spatial Infor-
mation Learning: To show the importance of the Riemannian
approach on spatial information learning, we compare our
solution with a Euclidean approach that directly employs
vectorization followed by MLP on spatial covariance matrices
({Ci}Pi=1). [45]. We also implement other deep learning tech-
niques such as CNN and CapsNet [63] directly on {Ci}Pi=1
without vectorization for comparison. Table VII shows the
comparison of these different approaches applied on SCM
for spatial information learning. Our Riemannian approach
consistently outperforms other approaches for all 4 datasets.
Next, we explore the learned representation space using
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP)
[64] to better understand the impact of our Riemannian ap-
proach. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the feature
spaces using our Riemannian approach ΦCref ({Ci}Pi=1) versus
a direct vectorization of spatial covariance matrices without
Riemannian Vect({Ci}Pi=1) for a sample subject. In SEED,
SEED-VIG, and BCI-IV 2a datasets, the information in ΦCref
with the Riemannian approach are clearly more separable than
the information in Vect({Ci}Pi=1) without Riemannian. In
BCI-IV 2b, the difference in separability is very small. This
is likely due to the limited number of channels (N = 3). Our
observations are consistent with the comparison results shown
in Table VII. Overall, RFNet results in superior separability
in the feature space.
3) Impact of Dimensionality Reduction on Spatial Infor-
mation Learning: We evaluate the effect of dimensionality
reduction by observing the performance of spatial information
learning with different R values representing the full rank of
the covariance matrix. To this end, we perform a grid search
on R in the range of [1, N − 1]. Figure 6 shows the effect of
dimensionality reduction with different R values on spatial
information learning, based on different evaluation metrics
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Fig. 7. Comparison between spatial information vectors without Riemannian
(1st row) and with Riemannian (2nd row) using UMAP.
for the 4 datasets. We observe that the best performances
are achieved at the rank R of 48, 11, 18 for SEED, SEED-
VIG, and BCI-IV 2a datasets, respectively. For the BCI-IV
2b dataset, only 3 EEG channels are available, therefore
dimensionality reduction is not necessary, hence, the best
performance has been expectedly achieved at N = 3.
4) Impact of Fusion strategy on Both Learning Embed-
dings: We employ different feature fusion techniques such as
naive concatenation, soft attention, and our fusion strategy. As
shown in Table VIII, compared with naive concatenation and
soft attention mechanisms, our fusion strategy provides better
performance for all the 4 datasets, showing the robustness of
our RFNet architecture.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel deep EEG representation
fusion architecture to learn the most discriminative and com-
plementary spatial and temporal information. Spatial informa-
tion are efficiently learned from covariance matrices through
our Riemannian approach. Temporal information are obtained
from features extracted from different time-steps in EEG
sequences through our deep LSTM network with attention.
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TABLE VI
RESULT SUMMARY FOR ALL FOUR DATASETS AS WELL AS THE DIFFERENT STREAMS WITHIN OUR NETWORK.
Dataset SEED SEED-VIG BCI-IV 2a BCI-IV 2b
Metric Acc. RMSE PCC K Acc. K Acc.
State-of-the-art [33]: 0.9430 [29]: 0.0927 [29]: 0.8237 [59]: 0.6594 [59]: 0.7446 [40]: 0.6174 [40]: 0.8090
Temporal 0.9240 0.0383 0.9821 0.2291 0.4219 0.6144 0.8073
Spatial 0.8570 0.0918 0.8830 0.6636 0.7477 0.6217 0.8111
RFNet 0.9372 0.0348 0.9890 0.6734 0.7551 0.6720 0.8360
TABLE VII
IMPACT OF RIEMANNIAN APPROACH ON SPATIAL INFORMATION LEARNING.
Dataset SEED SEED-VIG BCI-IV 2a BCI-IV 2b
Metric Acc.±SD RMSE±SD PCC±SD K±SD Acc.±SD K±SD Acc.±SD
SCM+Vect+MLP 0.7560± 0.1150 0.1593± 0.0678 0.6421± 0.2193 0.2043± 0.1187 0.4031± 0.0890 0.6071± 0.2767 0.8037± 0.1373
SCM+CNN 0.7771± 0.1231 0.1751± 0.0537 0.5423± 0.2161 0.3820± 0.1896 0.5365± 0.1430 0.3737± 0.1989 0.6869± 0.0991
SCM+CapsNet 0.6853± 0.1407 0.1903± 0.0658 0.4763± 0.1710 0.2684± 0.1558 0.4513± 0.1153 0.3412± 0.2047 0.6703± 0.1021
SCM+Riem.+MLP 0.8570± 0.9322 0.0918± 0.0276 0.8830± 0.0849 0.6636± 0.1437 0.7477± 0.1172 0.6217± 0.3001 0.8111± 0.1380
TABLE VIII
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT FUSION METHODS ON LEARNED EMBEDDINGS.
Dataset SEED SEED-VIG BCI-IV 2a BCI-IV 2b
Metric Acc.±SD RMSE±SD PCC±SD K±SD Acc.±SD K±SD Acc.±SD
Concatenation 0.9100± 0.0825 0.0355± 0.0261 0.9857± 0.0091 0.6405± 0.1586 0.7304± 0.1190 0.6623± 0.2520 0.8312± 0.1264
Soft attention 0.9250± 0.0711 0.0350± 0.0227 0.9887± 0.0089 0.6619± 0.1422 0.7464± 0.1066 0.6397± 0.2600 0.8203± 0.1295
RFNet 0.9372± 0.0571 0.0348± 0.0265 0.9890± 0.0081 0.6734± 0.1381 0.7551± 0.1058 0.6720± 0.2800 0.8360± 0.1390
Our fusion strategy exploits the complementary information
from both information streams. We tested our framework
with four public datasets with various types of tasks in the
three popular EEG fields of emotion recognition, vigilance
estimation, and MI classification. Our results demonstrate the
robustness of our model in both fields on binary classification,
multi-class classification, and even regression. We set new
state-of-the-art results for MI classification on BCI-IV 2a
and BCI-IV 2b datasets, as well as vigilance estimation on
SEED-VIG, while approaching the existing state-of-the-art for
emotion recognition on the SEED dataset.
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